
1. Install the GPS stand, fix the bolts at bottom.

2. Unfold the frame and folding joints, check all parts carefully, they must be firm and fixed.
3. Install the propellers
White motor match to a white propeller, clockwise rotate.
Silver motor match to a silver propeller, Anti clockwise rotate
Same color of propellers are universal. Different colors of propellers can not match.

4. Remote controller battery installation:
Red power cord up, black down.

Open the remote controller, check the voltage, it should not lass than 11.1V

5. Connect the batteries of the drone, wait the drone to finish self inspection.
Connect battery , according to sequence 1.2.3.4 , black, red, black red.
When you disconnect batteries, the sequence should be 4.3.2.1.



6. Flight control system complete self-inspection, the LED flash. Until the drone light becomes green and purple, then unlock
RC and prepare taking off.

7. remote controller unlock down, put the two keys to the right down corner at same time

8. Full charge all the batteries before first flight.
Charge drone battery by advanced four-way charger,
Futaba T8FG remote controler battery by relative charger(Manual Page 19-22).
If you won`t use the batteries for more than 2 weeks, please stock them in 3.85V per cell (at total 23.1V).
http://www.joyance.tech/html/sprayer/how-to-use/How-to-charge-batteries-of-drones.html
http://www.joyance.tech/html/sprayer/how-to-use/How-to-discharge-battery-of-drones.html

9.IMU calibration when you first receive the drone:
IMU Calibration English https://youtu.be/-ibEjFuUKyc

http://www.joyance.tech/html/sprayer/how-to-use/How-to-charge-batteries-of-drones.html
http://www.joyance.tech/html/sprayer/how-to-use/How-to-discharge-battery-of-drones.html
https://youtu.be/-ibEjFuUKyc


10. GPS calibration
Push the mode stick up and down continuously for 5-10 times until the LED light turns blue.

9. rotate clockwise at least one circle along horizontal direction ( head in front of you ) until the LED light turns green.

10. rotate clockwise at least one circle along vertical direction ( head down ) until the LED light turns white.
If the light turns red, you need calibrate the GPS again.



11. Check the rotation of the motors when you first receive the drones, not install the propellers,
Open the remote controller, connect batteries, and unlock the remote controller, put throttle little, to check the motors
rotation are right or not, the near two motors should be contrary direction. The nozzles direction is same with the motors
direction:

Flying and operation video
(1) GPS mode flying : Open the RC, connect batteries, until the light turns the green and purple, begin unlocking the RC and
take off.

Unlock the remote controller, wait for the motors
rotate and put the throttle to higher than 0%
position. Check the motors rotation is right or not.





(2) Semi-automatic mode : Spraying mode:
1. In GPS mode, unlock the remote controller, push the left rocker throttle up to more than half and stop and wait the drone
to take off.

2. Change to spraying mode, open the spraying switch.
3. Push the right rocker up, the drone will lean to forward and then fly forward with a fixed speed.
4. Push the right rocker left, the drone will go to left with a fixed distance.
5. Landing: Switch to GPS mode firstly, then push the left sticker down to 45, and stop, the drone will land slowly, after
landing, put the left throttle to the bottom.

Most important thing:
1. Take off and land the drone in GPS mode always. Open the RC, connect batteries, wait the drone finsih the self
inspection, until the drone light becomes green and purple, then Unlock the remote controller, and push throttle to take off
the drone inner 3 seconds, put it in about 55, stop and wait the drone take off slowly, do not push throttle all the time. And
when the drone gets the certain height, put the throttle to the middle 50, the drone will hover and not go up.
2. Make sure you do the GPS calibration before flying, and when you change place except 50km, you need to redo the GPS
calibration before taking off.
3. Check batteries voltage before flying, connect the BB ring with batteries and set the warning voltage to be 3.8V. The
total full charged batteries voltage should be 25V.
4. Make sure you open the RC, then connect batteries in sequence every time, firstly connect black one, and then connect
red one ,But when you disconnect, you should do the red one first, and close the RC after disconnected.
5. Taking off and landing in GPS mode, and remember this. When you want to spray, you can change it to spraying mode.
6. When you want to land the drone, put the throttle to 45,then stop to wait it to land slowly, when the drone lands on the
ground, put the throttle to bottom. Make sure do not do any move to the right pole during landing, make sure its in the
middle.
7. Make sure you check the voltage of remote controller should not be less than 11.7v, it will ring when its no batteries.
Check the batteries and drone after working, keep it clean and dry.
8. Do not change all the buttons, only control by throttle and mode switch button and spray switch. Make sure all button in
the back direction before do GPS calibration. To do the GPS calibration, Flip the mode switch top-bottom-top 5-10 times
until the drone light becomes solid blue.



Control direction, fly to right, left, forward, and back

Left throttle, to take off and land
the drone

Control direction, go forward, back,
right and left


